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The present article focuses on a Cretan icon dating from the third quarter of the fifteenth century and signed by Andreas Ritzos, which stands out for its unusual combination of Italian and Byzantine visual elements. It displays an awkward "iconized" version of the standard Gothic abbreviation for the Holy Name of Jesus — the IHS monogram associated with the preaching of St. Bernardine of Siena — the letters of which are decorated with the scenes of Christ’s Crucifixion and Resurrection and accompanied by a Greek inscription taken after the ritual formulas of Orthodox Sunday Matins. The object is analysed against the background of Veneto-Greek interactions in fifteenth-century Crete and of contemporary discussions about the use of the IHS as an alternative to image worship.
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As several scholars have remarked, a distinctive aspect of Medieval painting in Venetian-ruled Crete is the integration of the image of Saint Francis into the monumental decoration of a number of Byzantine-rite churches. The earliest representation is encountered in an early 14th-century fresco in the Panagia Kera church in Kritsa Mirabello (Fig. 2). The Poverello appears again, in the first half of the 15th century, in the murals of the Zoodochos Poggi in Sampas and the Panagia church at Sklaverohori; another early image, now disappeared, was seen by Giuseppe Gerola, at the beginnings of the 20th century, in a small church at Astrakoi. Strikingly enough, in all of these buildings Francis is included in the lower register of the nave, reserved for the most eminent saints of the Byzantine church; he is shown halal and beaming the stigmata, whereas in Sampas he is represented in front of the Seraph seen on Mount Verna, i.e. in the very moment as he receives the imprints of Christ's wounds on his hands, feet and chest. In Sklaverohori the saint is shown in his visual interaction with a fragmentary Virgin of Mercy, i.e. with another theme of Western origins which became relatively widespread in the Levant in the 14th and 15th centuries.

The display of images honouring such a distinctively Latin saint in Byzantine-rite churches implies only that Francis of Assisi enjoyed a high reputation in the eyes of Cretan Greeks and that local believers could use it as a visual counterpart to their prayers and supplications. Yet this did not prevent them from publicly manifesting their aversion to the promoters of Saint Francis' worship in the island: the Minor friars were namely represented among the damned in Last Judgment scenes, as is witnessed by the 14th century cycles in the Prodromos church in the same village of Kritsa and in the church of Saint John in Deliana near Chania (Fig. 3). In the latter a painter working around 1340 worked out a very unusual scheme, which seems to have been made to ridicule the members of the Franciscan order: he represented namely three friars, marked by their distinctively unshaven chins, that make gestures of astonishment while looking at the monstrous figure of the Levilthan in the very moment as it devours a man!


This indicates that the indigenous people could easily acknowledge the Franciscans sanctity and appropriate their image even if they did not sympathize with the Order bearing his name. The latter proved to be one of the most influential among the many religious institutions operating in the island, where it owned several convents. The most prominent Franciscan house, first mentioned in 1242, was situated in the south-east corner of the city of Candia, and included a big church which visitors celebrated as the more attractive in town. It was embellished by many altars, chapels, funerary monuments and furnishings, including elegantly carved choir stalls and paintings. The convent possessed a rich library, endowed with manuscripts of the holy scriptures, theological treatises and biblical commentaries, liturgical books, juridical manuals, hagiographies, and collections of sermons, as well as texts on philosophy, medicine, grammar, geography, astrology and geometry. This collection of books enabled the Mendicant community to act as a pivot of learning in the whole Aegean area and to play an important role in the dissemination of Latin theology and culture: friar Petrus Philargius, a Greek-speaking native of Nisyros who was elected to the pontificate of Alexander V during the council of Pisa in 1409, had his first training here, before continuing his education in Oxford and Paris.

Local friars seem to have been also committed to the promotion of their church as an important cult-site, associated with the network of maritime holy places visited by Western pilgrims during their voyage from Venice to the Holy Land. During the 15th century they achieved to establish an important collection of relics, partly due to the munificence of Alexander V, that included, inter alia, a fragment of the Holy Cross, a piece of the Flagellation column and a stone of the Golden Gate associated with the commemoration of Christ’s Entry into Jerusalem. Such objects suited the pilgrims’ wish to worship holy mementos hinting at the holy places they expected to venerate in Palestine. This Christological emphasis combined with a special effort to present the convent as an important cult-place for Saint Francis. Since no bodily relics of the latter were available to believers – the saint’s corpse had merely been concealed in an underground space, within the brick pillar located under the Lower Church of Saint Francis at Assisi – the fragment of his habit preserved in the church was to be considered as a relic of utmost importance. Anyway, the most relevant goal for local and foreign visitors was a well located in the cloister, which was said to have appeared to Francis himself during his way to Egypt in 1219.

By worshipping this well commemorating an event of the Poverello’s commendable life, pilgrims were enabled to experience a holy object which, like those venerated in the Holy Land, was crafted on the soil itself. Since the death of their founder, the Minor friars had been committed to establish a peculiar network of holy places which were deemed to compose the specific topography of the alter Christi. Unlike any other saint, whose material cult-objects consisted in bodily remains and miraculous images, Francis was mainly worshipped in the venerable sites associated with his most famous deeds, and actions, which partly echoed those associated with Christ: for example, Mount Verna could be easily parallelized with the Jerusalem Golgotha and the Lower Church with the Holy Sepulchre. The well in Candia was the only memorial site of Saint Francis located outside the Italian peninsula, along the sea route connecting Western Europe with the Holy Land and the far south. Its presence in that very point, half-way from the starting point and the final goal of the pilgrims’ path made it special and attractive, inasmuch it could be easily parallelled with a definitely Christological relic, the well of the Samaritan woman on the slopes of Mount Garizim. Undoubtedly, the friars made many efforts to promote worship for their founder and to stress his parallelism with Christ. Already in the first half of the 13th century, the site had already functioned as a shared shrine visited not only by indigenous Latin and Western pilgrims, but also by the local Greek population, to such an extent that in 1414 Pope John XXIII, upon request of Friar Marco Schiavo, authorized the convent of Candia to solemnize the yearly feast of Saint Francis with both a Latin and a Byzantine-rite mass, apparently performed by Greek priests. The worship for the saint was probably enhanced by the replacement of the Conventuals with Observant friars, which took place around the mid-15th century. Already in 1424, the reformed branch of the Franciscan order had been authorized by Pope Martin V to open its own houses on Crete; by the 1450s Observant friars managed to take possession of the major convents of the island, including Saint Francis of Candia and Saint Francis of Canes (present-day Chania), whereas by 1506 almost all of the local friaries had joined the Observant order.
The new friars, who perceived themselves as strict followers of the Poverello’s lifestyle, had chosen to settle on Crete, as they explained to Martin V, in order to preach amongst the schismatic Greeks. It is very probable that, in this context, they fostered worship not only for Saint Francis, but also for the most eminent representatives of their movement, Saint Bernardine of Siena, dead in 1444 and canonized six years later, in 1450. Already by 1457, a church had been dedicated to him in the island of Rhodes. Analogous dedications are not documented on Crete, but we know from later sources that at some point the convent of Saint Francis in Candia came into possession of a relic of Bernardine’s habit and that its main altarpiece, attributed to Giovanni Bellini, included the image of the Sieneese friar.

The distinctive mark of Saint Bernardine in contemporary imagery was the so-called monogram, i.e. the Gothic abbreviation of the name of Jesus (YHS) included within a twelve-rayed sun. The devotion for the holy name of Jesus had been developed in Western Europe since the 13th century and had been frequently mentioned by Franciscan authors, such as Bonaventure, Gilbert de Tournai, and Ubertino of Casale; it originally consisted in the practice of bowing when the name was pronounced during the holy mass. Starting from the 1410s, Saint Bernardine of Siena had been especially committed to promoting this cult phenomenon: during his preaching activity, he was accustomed to show a wooden panel of rectangular form displaying the three letters within a golden sun. He considered that worship could be better enhanced by appealing to the organs of sight: therefore he invented a cult-object, whose material and visual appearance reminded viewers of contemporary devotional images, even if it was meant to foster veneration for a graphic, rather than an iconic element. A number of such early tablets have been preserved to us, the most famous being that preserved in the Osservanza church in Siena and dating from ca. 1425 (Fig. 7). This work, which was frequently replicated, displays the golden monogram in the lower-case Gothic form χθς with a cross-stroke on the straight line of the κ (standing for a Greek eta): it is set against a black background, within a twelve-rayed sun located in the middle of a quadrifoil. The whole composition is included within a red frame bearing an inscription which reads: “in nomine Jesu amnis gratiae...” (at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth: this was the passage of Saint Paul’s Letter to Philippians (2:10), which was constantly evoked to assert the legitimacy of this new devotion).

It is highly probable that the Observant friars introduced the cult of the holy name of Jesus into Crete. This is indirectly witnessed by the capstone bearing a Gothic monogram which decorates one of the vaults in the cloister of the Franciscan convent in Chania. The success of the new devotion in the island is furthermore witnessed by a small devotional triptych preserved in the National Gallery of Prague, whose stylistic characters, blending Venetian and Byzantine elements, point to the authorship of a Cretan master working in the third quarter of the 15th century (Fig. 5). The work displays the Madonnina enthroned and bearing a Gothic crown, flanked by four saints – Anthony the Great and John the Baptist to the left and Jerome and Bernardine of Siena to the right. The latter is represented according to his standard iconography as a thin, almost emaciated old man wearing the light brown habit of Observant Friars and holding an accurately rendered YHS-monogram, included in the twelve-rayed sun and supported by a staff. The diminutive dimensions of this work (17.6 x 13.1 cm) point to its original use as a domestic image intended to suit the devotional needs of an individual or a family group.

A much more compelling and controversial clue is provided by an icon signed by the famous Cretan painter Andreas Rizanos, presently preserved in the Byzantine Museum in Athens, and probably dating from about 1460 (Fig. 4). It is an unusual horizontal panel, measuring 63.5 x 44.5 cm and displaying the monogram in capital Greek, preceded by two rhomboidal periods. Both letters and punctuation marks are enriched with images: the first two letters are used to display the Crucifixion, whereas the S shows the Byzantine theme of Christ’s Descent into Hell, or Anastasis, and the Western rendering of the Resurrected Christ, holding a standard decorated with a cross, in the very moment as he comes out of the Sepulchre. The sun and the moon, a typical element of the Crucifixion scene, are included in the composition as well.

10 Τσιστρακίδης, Το Λευκός Θρησκευτικός Οργανισμός (p. 75, p. 127).
15 Gorriz, “Il Franciscani in Crete,” (v. 13, p. 430); also Olga Gorriz, Η Βυζαντινή τέχνη χαρακτηρίζει τη μεταμόρφωση, In Icone, 2005, p. 111, fig. 128; this author misunderstands the monogram YHS as an abbreviation for various.
16 The work (inv. no. CGS81-0268) is discussed in Hana Hlaváčková, “The Unknown Italian-Cesarino Triptych from the former Elgkner Collection, now Held in the National Gallery in Prague,” Byzantinum, 56 (1993), pp. 715-719, who inter alia sets it as the work of a Greek painter in Italy and associates it hypothetically with Venetian. Anyway, the stylistic features of the work, blending Venetian and Palilologan elements, are in keeping with works made in Crete in the 15th century: the image of St Jerome is almost identical to that displayed in the mid-15th century icon of the Panagia, which is kept in the church of the Virgin’s church, Konstantinoupolis, Óros Sotóp, Órmos Athinías, p. 109. Dimitri Kotsiallou, 3. Three Franciscans in front of the Levithan, mural painting, Deliana (Crete), Church of Saint John the Baptist, ca. 1340.
4/ Andreas Ritzou, Holy Name of Jesus with Representation of Christ's Crucifixion and Resurrection, panel painting, Athens, Byzantine Museum, ca. 1450-1460
the two rhomboidal periods on both sides of the inscription. Elegantly foliate branches spring out of each mark.17

This work is all the more compelling as it seems to clash with the very meaning attributed by Bernardine to his monogram tablets. If compared to the latter, Rizos’s icon looks very distinctive. First, the panel is not vertically oriented and seems to contradict Bernardine’s wish to provide believers with an aniconic cult object which typologically looked like a horizontal cult-image. Second, the letters abbreviate the name in the unusual IHS-form, i.e. with i instead of y. Third, gold is used for the background and no visual hint is made at the twelve-rayed sun, which was described by Bernardine himself as an essential element of his panels.18 Finally, the very fact that the letters are combined with narrative scenes seems to be completely at odds with Bernardine’s aim to use the name of Jesus as an alternative to the more and more frequent misuses of contemporary image-worship.

This latter point was namely a leitmotif in the polemical writings against the new practice which were produced and used by a number of Dominican and Augustinian authors as theological supports to denounce Bernardine as heretic before the papal court. The friar’s critics insisted that worship for his aniconic panel contradicted the iconoclastic doctrine established by the seventh eumenical council of Nicea, seemed to reintroduce a Judaising cult for the name of God, and was even at odds with Latin Christology, given that its emphasis was on the name of Jesus, rather than on that of Christ, risked separating humanity from divinity in the Son of God’s person. Moreover, it was considered to engender dangerous misunderstandings. The Dominican Bartholomew Lapacci of Florence lamented that some Sicilians had started scraping out the Child from Marian images and substituting it with the monogram of Jesus, whereas his brother Andrea of Cascia reported that Observants were convinced that the new devotion would have cast into oblivion all previous types of cult-objects, including relics and cult-images.19

Many authors stressed that the monogram was deemed to be in competition with the most popular of Christ’s images, the Crucifix. An anonymous writer, probably from Perugia, observed that the name of Jesus could hardly be more efficacious than the image of Christ’s sacrifice on the cross, given that it lacked the latter’s dramatic power and pathos.20 The comparison became dramatic in 1431, when the inquisitor of Bologna, the Dominican Ludovico Tosì of Pisa, gave orders to remove the panel with the monogram positioned on the main altar of the cathedral of Saint Petronius and to substitute it with an image of Christ on the cross. Pope Eugenius IV was obliged to intervene and Bernardine’s panel was reinstalled on the altar table.21 The alternative image exhibited by Tosì has probably to be identified with the small panel by Orazio di Giacomo still preserved in San Petronio.22

As a matter of fact, a number of extant works indicate that, notwithstanding Bernardine’s and his followers’ concerns for the spreading of a thoroughly aniconic form of devotion and probably as a result of polemics about its legitimacy, the panel of


18 This was the topic developed in some sermons pronounced in Perugia in 1425, especially the sermon XI, De sacris locis, published in Opus oratorum, vol. III, Jean de la Haye ed., Venice 1745, pp. 277-283.

19 Longhi, “Saint Bernardine,” 1956 (c. 12), pp. 180 and 461-464. Longhi’s negative view of these Dominican and Augustinian authors has been reassessed by Isabella Gagliardi, “Il Concilio Niceno: un magistero alla controvento di Giustiniani (1427-1431),” Boll. Bologn. d’Arsi Storia e Storiografia, vol. IV, 1923, pp. 229-296, who points out that Bernardine and his followers, by the promotion of the aniconic tablet, revealed anxiety for the possible idolic misuses of image-worship.


22 Pasinelli, “Il monogramma bernardinesco” (c. 14), pp. 430-431; Cl. also Bidoli, pp. 422-423.
the holy name of Jesus underwent, from the 1430s onward, a process of ionization. The Crucifix was sometimes introduced into the composition as a crowning element of the twelve-rayed sun, but more often it was displayed within the straight stroke of the central b. Viewers were easily led to recognize the sign of Christ’s sacrifice in the form of this letter, marked by a cross-stroke through the upper part of its vertical line. A number of versions made visible this allusion to the cross by representing nails on its surface. Other versions were more explicit and did not refrain from displaying the crucified Christ within it. It is not clear if such alterations of the monogram’s original form were introduced, after Bernardine’s trial before Martin V, as a visual compromise enabling the promoters of the new devotion to come to an arrangement with their critics or if, on the contrary, they were due to the secular clergy’s wish to regulate the unexpected success of Bernardine’s monogram: Andrea of Cascia testifies that Saint John of Capestrano was much disappointed to see that the bishop of L’Aquila and his clerics had decorated the façade of the town cathedral with a modified version of the holy name of Jesus, including an image of the Crucifix in the central b.

In the light of these developments in Italy, one wonders what was the original function and meaning attributed to Andreas Ritzos’ painting. Indeed, it can hardly be considered to directly mirror the Observant Friars’ commitment to foster worship for the holy name of Jesus, since the inclusion of images within the monogram was inconsistent with Saint Bernardine’s emphasis on aniconicity, even if his rigorism may not have been shared by all members of his Order. Shall one imagine that this odd solution was meant to establish a dialogue with the Greek Orthodox, who regarded religious images as a constitutive element of their religious identity, and to assert a sort of semantic equivalence of graphic and iconic signs? Did this composition imply that viewing the abbreviated letters of the name of Jesus was not unlike venerating icons?

Indeed, the use of Gothic miniscule and Latin letters (even if the i is corresponded to a Greek eta) was problematic: critics of Bernardine’s monogram had pointed out that the name of Jesus could not act as a universal cult-object, given that its being written in the Latin alphabet prevented non-Westerners, and in first instance Greek-rite Christians, from understanding it. It is possible that the arguments formulated by critics of the new devotion circulated in the Latin East, given that the Dominican Bartholomew Lapacci of Florence, one of Bernardine’s harsher opponents and a strong supporter of the union of the Greek and the Latin church, was twice a legate in Greece and was appointed bishop of the Venetian colony of Korone, in the Southern Peloponnese, in 1455. Should we infer from this that the iconized monogram invented by Rizos has to be intended as a visual compromise between the positions of Observant friars and their detractors? In order to answer this question, we need to have a closer look at its iconography and other compositional features.

As mentioned above, the use of a horizontal panel, the lack of the twelve-rayed sun and the spelling IHS with i instead of y is all the more striking and can hardly be deemed to have been introduced by chance, given that, as witnessed by the Prague tripych, the standard type of Bernardine’s monogram was well known on Crete. To the best of my knowledge, the isolated monogram, separated from the sun, was used in the Late Medieval and Renaissance West in two special contexts: first, as a decoration for parchments used as devotional amulets (as witnessed, for instance, by Holbein’s portrait of Jane Seymour in Vienna, Cranach’s Young man in Cologne, and Titian’s portrait of Eleonora Gonzaga in Florence), where it usually displays the spelling with Y, unless its letters are transcribed into Humanist capitals (where Y is substituted with J). Second, it is known that the abbreviation of Jesus’ name could be strictly associated with the Eucharist, to such an extent that it could be even imprinted onto the holy host. A most compelling witness to this is provided by a Catalan work dating from ca. 1350, i.e. well before Bernardine’s preaching.

The reliable Corpus Domini originally in the Cistercian monastery of Valbona de les Monges displays a unique selection of miracle scenes where the holy host, rendered in relief pargeting, is the only and absolute protagonist. In all of them the IHS is written with i in capital letters, with a macron above the i, whereas the central image of the Corpus Christi in its Eucharistic tabernacle displays the Gothic form ipsis with double macron; the inscription is combined with an image of Christ on the cross, embellished by foliate motifs (Fig. 8). Such graphic and figurative elements must have strongly contributed to enhance the visual experience of the host during the Elevation rite in Latin churches of both Western countries and Venetian-ruled Crete.

The sacramental associations of the name of Jesus, which preexisted the success of Bernardine’s monogram, are manifestly visualized in Rizos’ panel by the coupling of Crucifixion and Resurrection. The redemptive power of the Son of God’s sacrifice is evoked by the special emphasis laid on Adam, the progenitor of humanity and first sinner; he appears in the cave of Golgotha, where his skull is usually represented, alive and bowing in a gesture of self-dedication, while a great many trickles of Christ’s blood ooze down his head, and he is shown again in the Anastasis, in the very moment as the resurrected Saviour draws him and Eve from Hell. The representation of the first man as a supplicant can be paralleled with analogous solutions encountered in late 14th century Venetian paintings that display an allegorical reading of the Crucifixion: a case in point is a panel preserved in the Aegean island of Kimolos, where not only Adam, but also David and Solomon, as representatives of the Old Testament righteous, are shown kneeling in the cave (Fig. 8).

The Greek inscription reinforces and explicates the meaning of this image as an allegory of Redemption. It reads ΑΤΟΜΟΡΦΗΣΙ ΑΝΑΜΟΡΦΕΣΙ in a mirror image and μνημειω κατατης έκκονος, αλλ’ εις αναμορφη πο θεους συνεχεις του παπαταο, μνημη του καρδιου, ως εις τη βασιλεια σου, i.e.

25 See the anonymous inscription in Lenglet, “Saint Bernardin” (p. 52), pp. 475.
28 On this evidence see the accurate iconographic analysis by Maria Meleno Monzon, “Tecnica y polimorfia antemortem en el retablo y relieves de Valbona de los Monges”, Loco (Borinello, s. d. 2002-2003), pp. 72-81.
"You were crucified without sin and were willingly buried in the tomb, yet you resurrected as God and released the progenitor. Remember me, as I invoke you, when you will arrive in your kingdom". Such verses are formulas of the Byzantine rite: they belong to the Great Oktoechos (or Parakletike) and are sung at Sunday Matins, alternating with the Beatitudes of Christ's Sermon on the Mount. Their presence in the image make clear that the work was intended for a viewer being familiar with the Greek liturgy, given that they have no parallel in Western usage. Nonetheless, such formulas were not used to hint at a specific rite, yet rather to mirror and orientate the beholder’s devotional experience: at a glance, he or she was led to understand that Christ’s death and resurrection, reenacted in the Eucharist, enabled sinners to attain salvation, as symbolized by Adam’s liberation from Hell.

Undoubtedly, this odd work seems to defy any straightforward or univocal interpretation: it displays a much widespread Latin motif invested with Eucharistic symbolism, the holy name of Jesus, while distorting its meaning and its function in such a way to turn it into a visual allegory of Christ’s sacrifice and redemptive action. Its iconographic, compositional and typological peculiarity makes improbable that it was originally meant to be exhibited in a church. Much more likely, it must have suited the religious needs, of either a Greek who was fascinated by the cultic efficacy of the holy name of Jesus or of a Venetian who felt that an iconized monogram could be more profitably used as visual support for his or her meditational practice. As observed by Myrtale Acheiromstou-Potamianou, a similar image "delle lettere IHS con pitture dentro esse lettere" was owned in the early 17th century by the literate Andrea Cornaro, who kept it in his private room. Most plausibly, the panel signed by Ritzone and now in Athens, which is likely to be the same work owned by Cornaro, was destined since its very beginnings for an analogous domestic setting: unlike any other image and regardless of theological distinctions, it appropriated a successful devotional pattern of contemporary Latin piety and made it suitable to the Byzantine-inspired visual conventions of Cretan believers.

**SUMMARY**

**Krětí pod benátskou nadvladou a Nejsvětější jméno Ježíš**

Byzantské muzeum v Athénách uchovává velmi neobvyklý obraz Andrease Ritzone, pocházející ze 3. čtvrtiny 15. století. Vyniká neobvyklou kombinací ilštých a byzantských vizualních prvku. Ukazuje neobratnou "ikonizovanou" verzi standardní gotické zkratky pro Nejsvětější jméno Ježíš, tzv. monogram nebo trigram IHS, jehož písmena jsou dekorována scénami z Kristova ukřižování a zmrzvěčení, a který je doprovázen řeckým nápisem spojeným s rituálními formulími používanými při ortodoxních nábožensích chválách.

Bylo navrženo, že toto řešení se může vázat ke zvláštním formám úcty k Nejsvětějšímu jménu Ježíš podporované v Itálii sv. Bernardinem ze Sieny a observantskou odnúšení františkánského řádu. Observanté pěstovali úctu k desítkám obrázkům řečního typu zobrazujícím Nejsvětější jméno Ježíš uprostřed slunce se dvanácti paprsky a podělili jeho používání, jak jejich kritici často podotýkali, jako alternativu k kultu obrázků.

Ve skutečnosti observantství začalo na Krětí předvádat od poloviny 15. století a místní mniši neupustili od prosazování úcty jak k Bernardinovi, tak k monogramu IHS. Maží trojice až do 60. nebo 65. čtvrtiny 15. století z Národní galerie v Práze, kde je Bernardin zobrazen s monogramem, nes zvláštní svědectví tohoto vývoje. Řešení Ritzoneho je velmi kontroverzní, neboť zahrnuje narativních figurálních scén do monogramu IHS se zdá být v přímém rozporu s Bernardinovým učením o Nejsvětější jménu Ježíš jako o skutečném objek-tu individuálního i kolektivního uctívání. Kromě toho kompozice postrádá slunce se dvacáti paprsků, které bylo popsáno Bernardinem samotným jako základní prvek monogramu IHS a bylo pro to napodobováno i na Krětí. Také typologický ikonografický výklad na vodorovně orientovaná neopovída standardní formy bernardínských desek, které byly všechny orientovány vertikálně.

Scény zastoupené v písmenech odkazují na jsem tuto eschatologickou dímeru. Zejména postava Adama klání se ve své pohřebi nejskyni u paty Kristova kríže se zdá být inspirována obdobnými řešeniami v současného benátských alegorií Uzkrižování, jejichž přítomnost v východním Štěrome složí svědčí o obrazu dochovaném na epigrafickém ostrově Kímos. Perspektiva individuální spásy je také zdůrazněna řeckým nápisem na spodním okraji ikony, obsahujícím verše pocházející z ortodoxních nábožensích lade.

Zdá se nepodoby, že toto zvláštní dílo se vznik- rá jakokoli jednoduché a jednoznačné interpretaci. Zobrazuje rozšířený latinskyke motiv, jenž je zaúhlen eucharistickou symbolikou a zároveň narušuje vý- znak a funkci Nejsvětějšího jména Ježíš takovým způsobem, že jej proměňuje ve vizualní alegorii Kristovy oběti a špatného působení. Na rozdíl od jakokoli jiného obrazu a bez ohledu na teolo- gické rozdíly, příležitost na tento obraz úsečný devoční vzor současné latinské zřetelnosti a přizpůsobí to byzantský inspirovaným vizualním zvyk- lostem krétských věřících.
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